
Stitch count: 81 wide x  19 high

Design size (w x h):  14.7x  3.4cm on 14 count Aida / 28 count evenweave/linen
  12.8 x  3.0cm on 16 count Aida / 32 count evenweave/linen
  11.4 x  2.6cm on 18 count Aida

Thread used: DMC, 7 colours

Cover sample is stitched in 2 strands of thread (1 strand for backstitch) on 16 count white
Aida

- FREE cross stitch pattern -

Copyright Catkin and Lillie 2020.
This pattern is for personal use only and may not be reproduced, redistributed, sold or shared in any way.

Items made using Catkin and Lillie patterns may be sold but please give credit for the pattern where possible.
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Ways to use your stitching
 

- make a birthday card for a music lover (maybe your music teacher!) by patching the finished stitching
straight onto the front of a single fold card, or use a tri-fold aperture card. 
 
- create a bookmark as a gift by fraying the edges and patching onto felt or thick card, or you could stitch
this directly onto Aida band and then back with felt or thick card

Customising the pattern

- the music notes can be any colour you like; switch to all black for a bold look or try using DMC Etoile
threads for a bit of sparkle

- switch the backstitch to white and use black fabric for a totally different look

- stitch the recipients name underneath for a really personalised card or gift

Get social!
Find Catkin and Lillie on social media
 

Website: catkinandlillie.com
Instagram: @catkinandlillie  (I'd also love it if you shared your work-in-progress or finished pieces with
the #catkinandlillie)
Facebook: facebook.com/catkinandlillie

Finally...
If you have any questions please get in touch with me and I'll get back to you as soon as I can
Email: kat@catkinandlillie.com

Inspire me!
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 Number Name: Strands Length Stitches

DMC 349 Coral dark 2 0.1 skeins 12

DMC 3340 Apricot medium 2 0.1 skeins 12

DMC 728 Golden Yellow 2 0.1 skeins 12

DMC 470 Avocado Green light 2 0.1 skeins 12

DMC 798 Delft Blue dark 2 0.1 skeins 12

DMC 333 Blue Violet very dark 2 0.1 skeins 14

DMC 310 Black 1 0.1 skeins backstitch

DMC 310 Black 1 0.1 skeins French knot
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